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Abstract 
There have been controversies over differing opinions in the source of the American 
Indians. In this paper, the writer criticized the so-called classical theory that the re-
mote ancestors of the American Indians entered America from Asia through the 
Bering Straits 14,000 ~ 20,000 years ago, worn their “clothes” and carried kindling 
during the late Paleolithic, no matter how by “boat” across the Bering Sea or by foot 
through a “Bering Land Bridge” which might once link up Asia and North America 
during glacial period; and independently proposed a new hypothesis that American 
Indians might be originated from the Western Rift Valley of North America. On the 
basis of locus distribution of American ancient human’s remnants, the writer pointed 
out that American ancient humans might be first originated at Yukon Territory of 
Canada within the Western Rift Valley of North America (the Basin & Range Prov-
ince), and then migrated south ward (Yukon Territory → Mojave Desert → Mexico → 
Peru → Chile). Moreover, American Indians would have long been a presence for 
40,000 years, or even 100,000 ~ 200,000 years in the American continents. So far, the 
logical basis which American Indians came from Asia 14,000 ~ 20,000 years ago was 
crushed, and derived two inferences: 1) American Indians might be originated from 
the Western Rift Valley of North America; 2) Only the Eskimo might be the mover 
eastward from Asia, because of their gene B. 
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1. Introduction 

The American Indians was the indigenous inhabitants of Americas and a sum name of 
all natives in South and North America before European colonists intruded into Amer-
icas in the end of the fifteen-century. There have been controversies over differing opi-
nions in the source of American Indians. 

In despite of this, Archaeologists and Anthropologists usually considered that the 
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remote ancestors of the American Indians entered America from Asia through the 
Bering Straits 14,000 ~ 20,000 years ago [1], no matter how by “boat” across the Bering 
Sea or by foot through a “Bering Land Bridge” which might once link up Asia and 
North America during glacial period [2] [3]. 

The bases of this classical theory above, summing up by me, would have 8 items as 
follows: 

1) The characteristics in Anthropology seemed to be looked alike each other between 
the American Indians and the Asian, especially Mongolian Spots [4] and Shovel Inci-
sors [5] [6]. 

2) In Siberia, North China and North America, the late cultural things left behind by 
the deceased especially “wedge-shaped stone-cores” during the Old Stone Age were 
similar [7]; the primitive societies in those places all took tiger as their totem. 

3) The “Diego” sub-blood group found in some American Indians tribes among Ve-
nezuelan bushes was later widely also discovered in Northeast Asia [8] [9]. 

4) The JC Virus in the bodies of American Indians coincided with that of the Japa-
nese [10]. 

5) The bacterium in the bodies of American Indians might be traced back to Siberia 
[11]. 

6) America could not be a place of humans originating, the evidences as following: 
There existed only the lowest monkeys in America [12]; the earliest activity of the man-
kind in America was only 12,000 years ago [2]. 

7) A study on mtDNA had showed that almost the whole American Indians would be 
the descendants of 4 women who came from Asia into America about 20,000 years ago 
[13]. 

8) It made possible that the Asian entered Americas from Asia because of “the Bering 
Land Bridge” between Asia and North America [2] [4]. 

However, the classical theory above would be wrong, I think. Here, I’ll criticize it 
point by point. 

2. Analysis 
2.1. About Anthropology Characteristics 

Many scholars had put the American Indians under Mongolian Race [14] [15] accord-
ing to cinnamon skin, black hair with straight and sturdy [4], especially shovel incisors 
with higher frequency [5] [6] and the blue-black Mongolian Spots outside their baby’s 
sacrum [4]. 

In fact, even though the scholars who held this classical opinion such as Academician 
WU Rukang at Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, also had observed “an extreme difference” between the American 
Indians and the Asians: “The Mongoloid fold in the upper eyelid, as one of the charac-
teristics of the yellow race, but hardly found in the American Indians” [15]. An anth-
ropologist of Mainz University also felt puzzled for it why an evolution of only 20,000 
years produced so outstanding genetic variation if the hypothesis that the Asians en-
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tered into Americas could be established [16]? 
It should be indiscreet if races could be judged only by Anthropometrics. The mor-

phology did not reflect the adoption precisely [17]. Someone had said that the Ameri-
can Indians might just like the Europeans in the light of having no Mongoloid fold, 
having raised middle-high bridge of the nose, as well as having undulant hair and well- 
developed whisker in some Indian tribes [14]. 

As to Mongolian Spots and shovel incisors, they might appear in all races, only hav-
ing higher or lower rates of appearance [6]. These two bodily characters could not be 
considered as decisive foundations for judging humans races, just like we would not 
look upon Bushman in Africa as one of the Mongolian Races although they also have 
Mongoloid folds [6], and just like we would not regard some Negro tribes as Russians 
although their faces much like Caucasians [18]. The Europeans might be similar to the 
Jew, the former would belong in Aryan ancestry and the latter Semite descent, however 
[18]. 

The reality which the American Indians bears a striking resemblance to the Yellow 
Race of Asia, I think [19] [20], could be explained in biology, i.e., the so called “astrin-
gency evolution”—although several animals had been completely different each other 
thousands of years ago, they could converge into similar species now [21]. Genetic si-
milarity be not equal to affinity [22]. It’s necessary to avoid taking analogous structures 
as homology [17]. In fact, many different animals owned similar organs (Figure 1) [23]. 

2.2. About Ancient Cultural Hangovers 

In 1930’s, west archaeologists put a possibility that there perhaps existed cultural con-
nections between Asia and Americas in prehistoric age. After this, many microlithic 
remains found within wide regions of East Asia and Northwest America. On these 
grounds, some scientists considered that there existed a so-called “U-shaped Cultural 
Band in North Pacific Region” [24]. Thus, they reached a conclusion that Siberia or 
Mongolian Desert was the native place of the American Indians [7]. 

Even worse, someone affirmed that the American Indians should be from North 
China according to the same type and the same processing method of over 200 sphenoid  
 

 
Figure 1. Analogous organs (sizes out of proportion). 
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stone cores unearthed from Hu-Tou-Liang village, Sang-Gan river valley district of 
North China during 1972-1974 [7]. 

Maya’s 13 ahau katuns showed that ecliptic was divided into 13 parts; this would be 
much similar to the ecliptic pattern with 13 heads found in Mali [25]. Moreover, cere-
monies and witchcrafts of the American Indians in Middle America, praying for rain, 
broadly in line with that of the people in West Africa [25]. How could we say the 
American Indians were originated from West Africa? 

The calendar of Mexico seemed to be similar to that of Hinduism; and there were 
rather analogy in poses of God and Juggernaut between Mexico and Hinduism [25]. 
How could we say the Mexico Indians originated from India or the India’s Indians 
came from Mexico? 

As for totem, the primitive societies in Siberia, North China and North America all 
took tiger as their totem. Hence someone made tiger totem as one of the bases of the 
hypothesis that the American Indians might have been originated from Asia. It would 
be wrong however. As an example, the “Tlingit tribe” in North America used to wor-
ship totems, their totems were crow, wolf, whale, vulture, bear, dolphin, shark, frog, 
goose, sea lion, owlet, salmon and so on, but no tiger. So was the Yellow Race of Asia. 
In the ancient China, the classical totems were dragon, snake, bird and tiger [26]. The 
tiger totem only was one of the totems. So, the theory of tiger totem above may be 
lamely inferred. 

2.3. About Diego Sub-Blood Type 

The “Diego” sub-blood group found in American Indian tribes among a Venezu-
elan jungle in 1955 also later discovered widely within Northeast Asia. Accordingly, 
some scientists considered that they had found out a testimony in hematology that 
the American Indians should be the descendant of the immigrants from East Asia [8] 
[27]. 

In fact, in race specificity blood types except “Diego”, there were very remarkable 
and essential differences between the American Indians and the Asians [27]: 
• In 1918, Mr. & Mrs. Hirszfeld noticed that there were some blood type differences 

among races. For instance, as for gene B of blood type, it is extinct in the American 
Indians whereas universal in the Asians [17] [28]. Please look at Figure 2 [29] and 
Table 1. It must point out that the Eskimo had gene B [30]. Thus, only the Eskimo 
but the American Indians might enter Americas from Asia. 

• Bw54 was used to be called “the Yellow Race Antigen”. But, Bw54 of the American In-
dians was just equal to zero. By contrast, Bw54 of the Chinese was 4.71 and that of the 
Japanese 7.3 [27]. 

• JK gene frequency in the Brazilian Indians was equal to 0.2453 whereas that all the 
Asians were zero (see Table 2) [27]. 

• Frequency of the Lewis blood type in the Asians was very high. For example, Le (a+) 
in the Asians was from 20.81% to 28.48% [27], whereas very rare in the American 
Indians [31]. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of the B type blood allele in native populations of the world. 
 
Table 1. HLA-B locus gene frequency (×102). 

 B13 B37 Bw47 Bw54 Bw55 Bw58 Bw59 Bblank 

The American Indians 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 

The Han nationality 9.45 0.4 0.1 4.71 0.6 4.05 0.1 11.47 

The Japanese 2.0 0.5 0.2 7.3 2.9 0.9 2.1 12.1 

By Zhao Tongmao (1987) [27]. 

 
Table 2. JK gene distributed frequency in some populations. 

Population Person numbers for investigation JK gene frequency 

The Han nationality (Shanghai, China) 200 0 

The Uighur nationality 221 0 

Overseas Chinese (New York) 103 0 

The Dong nationality (Guangxi, China) 201 0 

The Japanese 100 0 

The Brazil Indians 88 0.2453 

By Zhao Tongmao (1987) [27]. 

 
Just because of these differences above, the anthropologist S. M. Garn affirmed that it 
was just the American Indians that appeared as a fully isolated state in genetics [32]! 

2.4. About JC Virus 

It was reported that the JC Virus in the bodies of American Indians coincided with that 
of the Japanese. Accordingly, some scientists considered that the American Indians 
should be originated from Asia [10]. 

I do feel puzzled why didn’t you reach such a direct conclusion that the American 
Indians originated from Japan? However, could you first prove that the ancient hu-
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mans had already existed on Japanese archipelago 20,000 years ago? In fact, the history 
of the oldest Japanese natives was less than 12,000 years old [33]. 

2.5. About Bacterium 

Dr. Mack Achteman of Germanic Marks Plank Infection Biology Research Institute et 
al. found in 2003 [11] that human’s enteron had been infected by 7 different pyloric 
Spiro-bacteria. The bacterium had infected half our humans, mostly through our home 
members. They considered that the activities of our ancestors were hardly revealed be-
cause of humans’ very complex genes; however, the activity track of our ancestors since 
10,000 years could have been gotten through studying the genes of humans’ parasites. 
For instance, the bacterium in the bodies of American Indians might be traced back to 
Siberia [11]. 

For this view, I’ll only raise two points: the first, Dr. Brian Sprat of London Empire 
Institute had challenged it. He doubted a jumble of crowd whether could provide correct 
messages for migration of humans. He considered that this view might be the most de-
pendable only to an isolated crowd such as Polynesian [11]. The second, the time limit 
this view showed was “since 10,000 years”, which had been incompatible with “before 
20,000 years” stipulated by the classical theory of the Asians spanned the Bering Bridge 
to North America, thus not suiting to explain the source of the American Indians. 

2.6. About Human Originated in Americas 

In Paleocene Epoch and Eocene Epoch, 70 million ~ 40 million years ago, inchoate 
primates widely dispersed over the world. Their fossils were very rich except South 
America, Australia and Antarctica. The oldest fossil of primate in Americas only was 
Purgatorius unearthed under Eastern Montana of USA in 1965 [2] [34]. Moreover, any 
fossil of anthropoid would have not been found in Americas so far. Hence, some scho-
lars declared that American continents should not be a source place of humans [12]. 

Such conclusion needs to be further investigated, I think. The reasons are as follows: 
• Now that the Western Rift Valley of North America (also called “the Basin and 

Range Province” in geology) which were formed about two billion years ago [35], 
were pregnant firstly in the world with bird [36], mammalian [37], dinosaurian [38] 
and primate [39] etc., why could not they also independently breed out anthropoid 
and the ancients? In fact, living things on our Earth were closely related to rift val-
leys all over the world [40], and their mechanisms [41], as well as our Human had 
been originated from Continental Rift Valleys [42], all had been proved. 

• Although fossils of anthropoid haven’t yet been unearthed in the Americas, we can’t 
jump rashly to a conclusion that Americas have no any this kind of fossils. This 
might only be a question to take time or a question so few researchers had excavated 
in Rift Valleys of Americas. In 1927, paleoanthropologists Prof. Yang Zhongjian et 
al. predicted that the Asia might be one of the origin places of mankind although at 
that time there hadn’t been found any fossils of anthropoid in Asia. And in fact, the 
fossils of Homo erectus later unearthed in Yuanmou County within Panxi Conti-
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nental Rift had testified this remarkable foresight. 
• Their conclusion mentioned above might be arrived too hastily. And the like, some 

scholars [43] had affirmed that the time aborigines appeared in Australia would be 
4000 ~ 5000 years ago; but only one year later, their view was overthrown by a new 
discovery that the earliest time the humans appeared in Australia should be at least 
50,000 years ago [2]! 

It must point out that people generally considered there didn’t exist any humans un-
til 10,000 ~ 20,000 years ago in Americas. The bases of this view were as follows: 
• The carbon-14 dating to some stone-lances and stone-arrowheads unearthed from 

New Mexico in 1920’s [44]. 
• A dozen or less human skeletons lasted over 10,000 years unearthed from North 

America [45]. 
However, the view mentioned above had been vacillated even overthrown by a series 

of new findings recently: 
• According to the carbon-14 dating, 26 stone-implements unearthed from Puerto 

Montt of the Central Chile had lasted 33,400 years [46] and the stone-implements 
unearthed from Peru had lasted over 40,000 years [25]. 

• Nucleus gene data had testified that the humans did settle down in Americas Con-
tinents at least about 30,000 years ago [47]. 

• Linguist Joanna Nichols of California University found that there were 150 language 
branches within Southern and Northern Americas and declared that the humans 
existed in Americas 40,000 years ago, according to much lengthy years needed for 
forming a new language branch [48]. 

• In September 2003, Prof. Silvia Gonzales et al. of UK found some footprints of hu-
mans near Puebla of Mexico within Rio Grande Rift valley (Figure 3) [49]; these  
 

 

Figure 3. Geology map of western part of North America. 
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footprints lasted 40,000 years [50]. The Rio Grande Rift is a rift valley extending 
north from Mexico, near El Paso, Texas through New Mexico into central Colorado. 

• The unearthed cultural relics from near Yukon Territory of Canada and near Mo-
jave Desert of USA (Figure 3) [49] were showed to have lasted 100,000 ~ 200,000 
years, based on rigorous determinations [44]. The Mojave Desert stretches from the 
wedge-shaped Antelope Valley eastward across the Colorado River and into Arizona. 

Locus distribution of American ancient human’s remnants showed that: American 
ancient humans might be first originated at Yukon Territory of Canada within the 
Western Rift Valley of North America (the Basin & Range Province), and then mi-
grated southward (Yukon Territory → Mojave Desert → Mexico → Peru → Chile): 

The unearthed cultural relics from near Yukon Territory of Canada and near Mojave 
Desert were showed to have lasted 100,000 ~ 200,000 years [49] → some footprints of 
humans near Puebla of Mexico where located in the Rio Grande Rift valley [49], these 
footprints lasted 40,000 years [50] → the stone-implements unearthed from Peru had 
lasted over 40,000 years [25] → 26 stone-implements unearthed from Puerto Montt of 
the Central Chile had lasted 33,400 years [46]. 

In other words, American Indians would have long been a presence for 40,000 years, 
or even 100,000 ~ 200,000 years in the American continents. 

Therefore, the classical theory which the remote ancestors of the American Indians 
entered Americas from Asia 15,000 ~ 20,000 years ago [1] would be wrong. 

2.7. About mtDNA 

In recent years, Professor Douglas Wallace at Emory University in Atlanta had studied 
changes in mitochondrial genes widely distributed in American Indian tribes among 
Southwestern United States, Central Americas as well as South Americas, and reached 
the following conclusion: almost all American Indians came to Americas from Asia 
across the Bering Strait about 20,000 years ago [51]. 

However, the following reasons why I do not agree with these conclusions are: 
• Using mitochondrial method, Professor Wilson et al., at the University of California 

in 1967 got a conclusion that all the people in the world were the descents of a 
woman in Africa 200,000 years ago [52]; but Professor Brown at the same University 
obtained a conclusion using the same method was opposite: whether black, white or 
yellow, had similar genes 360,000 to 180,000 years ago, they all originated from Asia 
[53]. The same methodology, conclusions contrary, how far can the mitochondrial 
method be trusted? 

• Despite more accurate information could be obtained in less sample by high-tech, 
but external disturbances and bias were easily emerged in this process. There were 
even some scientists skeptical of such an outcome. 

• Some molecular biologists and paleontologists doubted the accuracy of “molecular 
clock”. They considered that “molecular clock” was nothing but a pointer gene sub-
stantially random rate of change, rather than an absolute law; and gene evolutionary 
direction only a limited guide [54]. 
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What is more, Paleontologist Aldo Bove at University of Michigan [55] considered 
unequivocally that Mitochondrial Bell did not exist. He said that mtDNA mutation rate 
would have almost certainly been influenced by extinction in the past. It changed quickly 
at some times; while on other periods, it did not change. The so-called Molecular Clock 
did not reflect this however. If the Molecular Clock still looked correct, purely because 
of even a broken clock was right twice a day!  

2.8. About Bering Land Bridge 

Archaeologists and Anthropologists usually considered that the remote ancestors of the 
American Indians entered America from Asia through the Bering Straits 15,000 ~ 
20,000 years ago [1], no matter how by “boat” across the Bering Sea or by foot through 
a “land bridge” which might once connect Asia and North America [2] [3]. 

We probably would not oppose Professor Jia Lanpo’s following view (3): it was una-
ble to cross cold Bering Strait, if without the necessary equipment and conditions such 
as clothes and fire. So, the earliest crossing Strait action could not take place before the 
late Paleolithic. 

As we all know, the Quaternary global glacial periods were divided into four stages: 
Gunz, Mindel, Riss and Wurm (aka Wisconsin). Of which, the third period of Wiscon-
sin was 22,000 years ago [56], or 21,000 ~ 17,000 years ago [57], the second period of 
Wisconsin was 72,000 years ago (56), and the first period of Wisconsin 116,000 years 
ago [57]. So obviously, only the third period of Wisconsin could be consistent with the 
setting of Professor Jia Lanpo. 

In view of scientific facts that world’s ocean level during glacial periods decreased 100 
or 150 meters and during interglacial periods rose tens of meters than modern times 
[56], i.e., only during glacial periods, the Bering Strait might have been exposed from 
ocean level to become so-called Bering Land Bridge, and therefore, only during the 
third period of Wisconsin, Asian prehistoric humans could have worn their “clothes” 
and carried kindling to cross Bering Land Bridge and finally to board the American 
continent. 

In other words, American Indians could have not been appeared earlier than 21,000 
years ago or 22,000 years ago, if the Land Bridge Immigrant Hypothesis could be estab-
lished. But now, Americas have appeared much earlier indigenous mentioned above 
[25] [46] [49] [50]! What words can the Land Bridge Immigrant Hypothesis to say?  

Someone may ask such question: Then, why could not they enter onto North Amer-
ica by boat during warm interglacial? 

Speaking boats, ancient China’s sea-transport might start from the late Neolithic. A 
boat paddle which had lasted about 7000 years unearthed in the seaside of East China 
[58]. A canoe unearthed at riverside of Seine River in France was said it had been lasted 
4000 years [59]. Not yet seen a more ancient instance. 

The written records about boat were even later. “Boat” concept first appeared in the 
Book of Changes between Yin and Zhou Dynasties which only started in 841 BC (1). 
Maritime traffic between the Mediterranean and the Americas, it started only from 400 
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BC [55]. 
The paddle of 7000 years ago was one thing; whether the boat existed 40,000 years 

ago, for example, was another matter.  
Prehistoric humans of 8000 BC just learned how to tame animals, just learned how to 

collect and store grain [60], how we could imagine these humans 40,000 years ago be 
able to create boats across the sea? Yes, someone had explored a possibility that Chinese 
ships drifted into the coast of North America by strong winds or Kuroshio away, but 
that was in the fifth century AD [25]! 

So far, the logical basis which American Indians came from Asia was crushed, and 
derived two inferences: 1) American Indians might be originated from the Western Rift 
Valley of North America; 2) Only the Eskimo might be the mover eastward from Asia, 
because of their gene B. 

3. Conclusion 

On the basis of locus distribution of American ancient human’s remnants, the writer 
pointed out that American ancient humans might be first originated at Yukon Territory 
of Canada within the Western Rift Valley of North America (the Basin & Range Prov-
ince), and then migrated southward (Yukon Territory → Mojave Desert → Mexico → 
Peru → Chile). Moreover, American Indians would have long been a presence for 
40,000 years, or even 100,000 ~ 200,000 years in the American continents. So far, the 
logical basis which American Indians came from Asia 14,000 ~ 20,000 years ago was 
crushed, and derived two inferences: 1) American Indians might be originated from the 
Western Rift Valley of North America; 2) Only the Eskimo might be the mover east-
ward from Asia, because of their gene B. 
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